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Despite itsubiquity asthewaythat instructors represent their views on teaching
andlearning, the statement of teachingphilosophy can be afrustrating document
to write and theresults are often uneven. This chapter describes a rubric created
at the University ofMichigan's Center forResearch onLearning andTeaching to
help faculty andgraduate students craft teaching statements. We describe there-
search thatinformed thecreation of therubric, talk about howweuse the rubric
inourconsultations andworkshops, andpresent anassessment thatvalidates the
use oftherubric toimprove instructors' teaching statements.
The statement of teaching philosophy or teaching statement has emergedas a standard piece of academic writing in which instructors articulate
their beliefs about, approaches to, and accomplishments in teaching and
learning. Numerous resources are available about how to write teaching state-
ments, both in print form (e.g., Chism, 1997-1998; Coppola, 2000; Ellis &
Griffin, 2000; Goodyear & Allchin, 1998) and on teaching center web sites
across the country. These articles also point out the practical benefits of teach-
ing statements (e.g., for job searches and as part of teaching portfolios) and
their potential for enhancing reflective practice, making implicit ideas about
teaching and student learning explicit, and helping collegeteachers align their
beliefs and their pedagogical practices.
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Consultants at our teaching center have helped hundreds of graduate stu-
dents and faculty write their own statements. As a result, we have come to agree
that the process of writing a teaching statement can be quite valuable and lead
to a document that provides needed insight into an instructor's pedagogical
beliefsand behaviors. However,our experience has also shown that faculty and
graduate students often find teaching statements difficult and frustrating to
write and evaluate, and the quality of their efforts can be uneven despite the
availabilityof resources and the genre's ubiquity. This frustration has led some
academics to question the utility of teaching statements, criticizing them as
empty, boilerplate, and uninformative (Montell, 2003;Pratt, 2005).
To remedy the problems associated with teaching statements, we crafted a
rubric designed to guide authors through writing and editing their teaching
statements and to help them give feedback to colleagues in workshops and
seminars conducted by our center. The rubric's construction was informed by
our own perceptions of what made for effective teaching statements and was
later refined by a survey of search committee chairs' perceptions of the suc-
cessful and unsuccessful qualities of teaching statements. The rubric has made
the writing process more manageable by demystifying an unfamiliar genre
that can seem overwhelming: The rubric's delineation of a fixed number of
topics, along with clear criteria for each, helps writers focus their efforts.
In this chapter, we present evidence demonstrating the widespread use of
teaching statements, discuss the development of the rubric, and then describe
the various ways we use the rubric to help graduate students and faculty write
their own teaching statements. We end with data from a brief assessment
comparing clients' teaching philosophies in the pre-rubric and post-rubric
eras, which appear to validate our approach.
Research Overview
; Uses of Teaching Statements
Teaching statements can be used for both formative and summative evalua-
tion. As just described, writing a teaching statement entails reflection on cur-
rent practice, a necessary part of formative evaluation and a prerequisite for
deciding on areas for improvement. However, statements of teaching philoso-
phy are better known for their use in summative types of evaluation, in partic-
ular in vetting job candidates for faculty positions and evaluating faculty work
in teaching for promotion and tenure.
In an attempt to learn more about teaching evaluation practices, we gath-
ered information in spring 2006 from peer institutions concerning teaching
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evaluation methods mandated by their central administrations (Le.,
provosts). For the purposes of this study, we defined peer institutions as those
campuses with whom the University of Michigan collaborates in consortia of
teaching center directors-members of the Committee on Institutional Co-
operation and the IvyPlus groups-as well as other flagship state universities.
For a full list, see Figure 16.1.
FIGURE 16.1



























We gathered data from university web sites and then asked colleagues at
teaching centers on those campuses to check and supplement the informa-
tion. In all, we collected data from 26 institutions, 14 of which (53%) re-
quired some type of teaching statement for promotion and tenure (exact
definitions and terminology varied and included self-evaluations, teaching
philosophies, and comprehensive statements of a candidate's accomplish-
ments in research, teaching, and service). Student ratings are the only type of
evaluation required more frequently (18 universities, or 69%). Replicating
this process on our own campus, we learned that all schools and colleges re-
quired some form of teaching statement. While there are obvious limitations
to this study in terms of scope, it is clear that including some form of teach-
ing statement in the review process has become standard practice, even at re-
search-extensive universities.
Writing a statement of teaching philosophy has also become an integral
part of the faculty job search. Our teaching center, like others around the
country, includes sessions on the teaching statement in our campus-wide
Preparing Future Faculty (PFF) Seminar as well as in customized, discipline-
specific seminars. We also conduct numerous consultations with graduate
students as they prepare their job applications.
To learn more about how graduate students use their statements, we did
a follow-up survey of participants in our PFF Seminar, an intensive, month-
long program with a particular emphasis on preparing documents for the
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job search. The results of that survey indicated that 90% of seminar partici-
pants used their teaching statements for the job market (Cook, Kaplan, Nid-
iffer,& Wright, 2001).
To determine the extent to which faculty search committees requested
statements, two of the authors (Meizlish and Kaplan) conducted a survey of
search committee chairs at colleges and universities across the country in
spring and summer 2005. This survey was part of a larger project to exam-
ine the relative importance of teaching in faculty searches (for additional in-
formation on this study, see Meizlish & Kaplan, 2007). We began by
collecting job ads from disciplinary databases for tenure-track assistant pro-
fessors or open-rank positions in six disciplines (biology, chemistry, Eng-
lish, history, political science, and psychology), and then drew a random
sample of those ads in each discipline for our follow-up survey. Of the 755
committee chairs who received the survey, 457 responded, a 61% response
rate. Of those surveyed, 57% overall indicated that they requested a teaching
statement at some point in the job search. Tables 16.1 and 16.2 report per-
centages by institutional type and disciplinary division. Differences by insti-
tutional type were not statistically significant: 60% of master's and
bachelor's institutions and approximately 54% of doctoral universities re-
quested statements. The disciplinary differences were statistically significant
and somewhat surprising: Approximately 50% of humanities and social sci-
ences committees requested statements, while close to 75% of natural sci-
ences committees did so.
TABLE 16.1
Percentage of Respondents Requesting Statements of
Teaching Philosophy During the Hiring Process, by Institutional Type
Requested Teaching
Philosophy During
Hiring Process Doctoral Master's Bachelor's
Yes 53.6% 61.5% 61.5%
No 46.4% 38.5% 38.5%
Note. Significance testingrevealed no significant differences (p < .05)by institutionaltype.
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TABLE 16.2
Percentage of Respondents Requesting Statements of
Teaching Philosophy During the Hiring Process, by Division
Requested Teaching
PhilosophyDuring
Hiring Process Humanities Social Sciences Natural Sciences"
Yes 50.2% 49.6% 79.8%
No 49.8% 50.4% 20.2%
*Note. Results for the natural sciences are significantly different from those in the humanities
and social sciences (p < .05).
It is clear from these responses that teaching statements are now com-
monly requested across the disciplinary and institutionalspectrum.However,
graduatestudents in our PFF Seminaroften askabout the wisdomof sending
an unsolicited teachingstatement, and so our surveyasked: "Based on your
experience, howdo you think a searchcommitteewould respond if the appli-
cant submitted a statement of teachingphilosophyeven though a statement
wasnot requested?" Respondents answered usinga 6-point rating scale (from
1=Extremely Unfavorable to 6 =Extremely Favorable) to express their views
of unsolicited statementsat threestages, the initialapplication, first-round in-
terviews, and campusvisits. Tables 16.3 and 16.4 report mean responses byin-
stitutional type and disciplinary division. At each stage, faculty viewed
submission of an unsolicited statement in a generally positive light,with me-
dian responses of approximately 4.9 at eachstage (5 =Favorable). Although
therewere slightdifferences by institutionaltypeand disciplinary division, the
overall conclusion remainsunchanged: Submission of an unsolicited teaching
statementisviewed quite positively bysearchcommitteechairsin our sample.
IRWhat Makes a Successful Statement?
In our survey, weasked searchcommitteechairs to tellus what makes a state-
ment of teaching philosophy successful or unsuccessful. Basedon the re-
sponses, this isa topic of great interest to thosewho read teaching statements:
78% of respondents provided open-ended responses about successful state-
ments and 76%about the unsuccessful ones.
In analyzingthe 356 responses to the question "vyhat makesa teaching
statementsuccessful?" welooked forcommon themes and language. We divided
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TABLE 16.3
Mean Favorability of a Candidate's Submission of an Unsolicited
Teaching Philosophy, by Institutional Type
Respondentsrated eachitem on a 6-point Likertscale(6= Extremely Favorable to 1= Ex-
tremelyUnfavorable)
Initial First-Round Campus
Institutional Type" Application Interview Visit
Doctoralextensive 4.73 4.70 4.79
Doctoral intensive 5.05* 5.12* 5.05
Master's 4.93* 4.93* 4.99
Bachelor's 5.00" 4.89 4.90
Overall 4.88 4.85 4.90
"Note.Onlydifferences betweendoctoral-extensive and other institutions werestatistically
significant at the (p < .05)level. Theseare indicatedbran *.
TABLE 16.4
Mean Favorability of a Candidate's Submission of an Unsolicited
Teaching Philosophy, by Disciplinary Division
Respondentsrated eachitem on a 6-point Likertscale(6=Extremely Favorable to I =Ex-
tremelyUnfavorable)
Initial First-Round Campus
Division" Application Interview Visit
Humanities 4.81 4.90 4.98
Social sciences 4.95 4.86 4.82
Naturalsciences 4.88 4.68* 4.80
Overall 4.87 4.84 4.89
"Note. Difference of means tests revealed statistically significant differences betweenthe natu-
ral sciences and humanitiesduring the first round (p < .05).
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these themes into five major categories and then coded each response based on
these categories:
• Offers evidence ofpractice. Search committees wanted to see how effec-
tively a candidate could instantiate the philosophy of teaching. They
sought specific examples of how the applicant linked theory with their ac-
tual teaching experiences (110 responses). This was by far the most com-
monly cited trait of successful statements. For example, a respondent in
political science said the following: "Statements are most effective when
they include specific and personal examples, experiences, etc.It makes the
statement seem more than merely perfunctory" Similarly,a faculty mem-
ber in psychology valued statements that were "Succinct; included exam-
ples of enactment of the philosophy."
• Isstudentcentered, attuned todifferences in student ability, learning styles,
or level (65 responses). For example, a faculty member in biology was
looking for "Clear expression of methods of instruction that go beyond
the traditional lecture and testing methodology. Active learning and
group problem solving appreciation are two valued components."
• Demonstrates reflectiveness. Search committees sought evidence that the
writer was a thoughtful instructor. They looked for examples about how
changes had been made in the classroom, how the instructor had grap-
pled with instructional challenges, and how the applicant outlined his or
her future development as a teacher (53 responses). For example, "They
showed that the candidate had given much thought to their goals and ap-
proaches to teaching" (chemistry); "Indications that the candidate had re-
flected on his/her past experiences" (English).
• Conveys valuingof teaching. Survey respondents appreciated a tone or
language that conveyed an enthusiasm for teaching or a vision of the ap-
plicant as a teacher. Conversely, they devalued philosophies that concep-
tualized teaching as a burden, a requirement, or as less of a priority than
research (50 responses). For example "Successful statements demon-
strated the candidate's enthusiasm for teaching" (chemistry); "Enthusi-
asm for teaching usually manifests itself as well as indications that it is as
serious an undertaking as one's scholarly pursuits" (English).
• Is well written, clear, readable (39 responses).
In our analysis of the 347 responses to the question "What makes a teach-
ing statement unsuccessful?" two characteristics were mentioned most fre-
quently:
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• Isgeneric, full of boilerplate language, does not appear to be taken seriously.
By far the most commonly cited complaint was the use of jargon, buzz-
words, or "teaching-philosophy speak" that made all statements sound
alike and rather generic (134 responses). For example, "Failure to realize
that much of what was in the statement was cliche" (history); "Tended to
include all of the right 'buzz words' which made me wonder about the
sincerity of the statement" (psychology);"Those that were formulaic, that
seemed to include as many buzzwords as possible" (English).
• Provides no evidence ofpractice. Faculty wanted some sense that the ideas
presented in the statement were actually grounded in the candidate's ex-
perience (74 responses). For example, "Most of it sounded highly theoret-
ical and idealistic. I am not sure that the writers had ever tried some of
those things with live students in actual classrooms" (history); "Global,
vague statements that were not specific enough about exactly how the
person would implement a teaching style" (psychology).
The Rubric
Clearly,the teaching statement is now a common part of faculty and graduate
student work life. Just as obvious to us from our experience is the fact that ac-
ademics are not prepared for this type of writing and; as a result, they find it
difficult. The majority of our work on teaching statements occurs within the
context of our month-long PFF Seminar, where one of the main requirements
is the writing of a statement of teaching philosophy.
Unfortunately, during the first three years of the program (2000-2002)
we were frequently disappointed with the quality of the statements partici-
pants were producing. These statements often sounded generic and theoreti-
cal, failing to convey the experiences and disciplinary contexts that emerged
in discussions among the very talented graduate students in our program.
Problems we were noting echoed issues raised by the faculty in our survey.
The situation was particularly disheartening because the seminar already in-
cluded several mechanisms to help participants develop successful state-
ments, including readings, exercises for getting started, and feedback from
peers in the seminar.
We began working on a rubric to make explicit to our PFF students our
own perceptions of the strengths characteristic of effective teaching state-
ments and the pitfalls to be avoided. Our assumption was that having a set of
criteria would make the writing process more manageable.
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Research on rubrics supports our approach. A rubric can be defined as "a
scoring tool that lays out the specific expectations for an assignment. Rubrics
divide an assignment into its component parts and provide detailed descrip-
tion of what constitutes acceptable or unacceptable levels of performance for
each of those parts" (Stevens & Levi,2005, p. 3). Andrade (1997) outlines four
reasons why rubrics are effective, two of which are particularly applicable to
our work with teaching statements. First, rubrics are useful for both teaching
and assessment: "Rubrics can improve student performance ... by making
teachers' expectations clear and by showing students how to meet these expec-
tations:' Second, rubrics promote self-regulated learning and help students to
develop their own judgment: "When rubrics are used to guide self- and peer-
assessment, students become increasingly able to spot and solve problems in
their own and one another's work" (Andrade, 1997). Rubrics have been
shown to have positive impacts on high school and undergraduate students'
writing and achievement (Andrade & Du, 2005). One may reasonably expect
that students' uses of rubrics-to determine expectations, plan production,
facilitate revision, and guide and prompt reflection (Andrade & Du, 2005)-
would be mirrored by graduate students and faculty as they learn to write in
this unfamiliar genre.
As mentioned earlier, the rubric we constructed drew on our own experi-
ence critiquing hundreds of teaching philosophies as well as the survey of
search committee members. Our primary goals when writing it were 1) to
provide a concrete structure that prompted and facilitated reflection on the
key components of an instructor's philosophy and the articulation of that
philosophy, and 2) to bring to the fore those characteristics that search com-
mittees found most meaningful and successful.
As we worked to refine and improve the rubric over different iterations,
we also kept in mind those qualities that define successful rubrics. Mullinix
(2003) presents a "rubric for rubrics" that we found informative in judging
our own. We aimed for a rubric that could be called "exemplary" in all the cri-
teria presented: clarity of criteria and expectations, distinction between levels
of achievement, inter-rater reliability, support of metacognition, and ease of
use in peer and self-evaluation (see also Popham, 1997, for an excellent dis-
cussion of the qualities of effectiveand ineffective rubrics).
We should note here that ours is not the first rubric created for the evalu-
ation of teaching statements. Schonwetter, Sokal, Friesen, and Taylor (2002)
outline a rubric in their paper on the development and evaluation of teaching
statements. However, this rubric focuses on the statement as an articulation of
instructors' understanding of the teaching and learning literature, rather than
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the areas highlighted by our survey research (e.g., the importance of specific
evidence of practice).
The rubric (see Appendix 16.1) provides weak, average, and excellent de-
scriptors of fivecategories of teaching philosophy characteristics:
1. Goals for student learning
2. Enactment of goals
3. Assessment of goals
4. Creating an inclusive learning environment
5. Structure, rhetoric, and language
The first three categories of the rubric were framed by theories of align-
ment across instructor goals, methods, and assessments. Alignment is a major
focus of our PFF Seminar, and we have found that this approach leads to
teaching statements that offer the fullest picture of an instructor's approach to
teaching and learning. This model has the added benefit of prompting in-
structors to reflect on the degree to which their methods and assessments ac-
tually do align with their goals.As one seminar participant wrote,
The rubric has actually gotten me thinking about my teaching and
what I concentrate on in the classroom, in addition to developing a
teaching philosophy statement. For example, how to reach all stu-
dents in the class and how evaluation techniques tell me whether stu-
dents are achieving goals.
Category 4 reflects our center's commitment to diversity and our belief
that teaching that reaches students at the margins of the classroom is good for
all students in the classroom. We have found this to be the most neglected
component of teaching statements, and we have chosen to highlight this issue
in its own category to draw particular attention to it. Descriptors for this cate-
gory emphasize the integration of inclusive teaching and learning throughout
the statement, thereby avoiding the isolated "diversity paragraph;' another
common weakness of teaching statements.
The last category (structure, rhetoric, and language) addresses some of
the most common complaints about teaching statements. Descriptors for this
category stress the elimination of teaching jargon that alienates many readers
and weak thematic structures that make reading difficult.
A focus on specificity and disciplinary context is built into allof the cate-
gories in the rubric, and rich, illustrative examples are emphasized as well. For
example, under "Enactment;' the "Excellent" category includes the following
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descriptor: "Specific examples of the methods in use within the disciplinary
context are given:' A statement "needs work" in this category when "Methods
are described but generically, [with] no example of the instructor's use of the
methods within the discipline:' Under "Structure, rhetoric, and language;' ex-
cellenceincludes "Jargon is avoided and teaching terms (e.g., critical thinking)
are given specific definitions that apply to the instructor's disciplinary con-
text. Specific, rich examples are used to bolster statements of goals, methods,
and assessments:'
How Is the Rubric Used?
Because clients' needs differ depending on their rank and experience, as well
as their disposition and ability to commit time to writing their teaching state-
ment, the rubric is used as a consulting tool in a variety of different settings.
In individual consultations with graduate students and faculty, clients are
typically interested in feedback on a teaching statement that they have already
started. In this case, we typically ask clients to self-evaluate their own state-
ment using the rubric. The consultant also evaluates the teaching statement
before meeting the client, and the resulting consultation focuses on areas
where the instructor and consultant agree and disagree and what the instruc-
tor needs to do to improve the statement in different categories of the rubric
and holistically. Since beginning to use the rubric in this way we have noticed
a drop in clients' anxiety about writing the statement and an increase in the
quality of the teaching statements, even when our consultation clients were
pressed for time (as is often the case).
The teaching philosophy rubric also forms the cornerstone of our 90-
minute Teaching Philosophy Workshop. This workshop begins with a general
introduction to the characteristics of the teaching statement, but then
quickly introduces participants to the rubric. Within the first 15 minutes of
the workshop, participants use the rubric to evaluate a sample teaching state-
ment and use electronic classroom voting devices to rank the statement on
each category of the rubric. We find that this anonymous voting helps work-
shop participants develop a shared understanding of how to use the rubric
while leaving space for individual priorities and judgments as to the qualities
of the statement most important to them. Due to the short length of this
workshop, participants only have time to begin outlining their own teaching
statements, but they have been effectively coached in using the rubric for
evaluating their own statements.
The rubric is used most rigorously in our month-long PFF Seminar, held
for 50 hours over 10 days in May each year. In this intensive workshop, 40-50
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advanced graduate students learn about higher education, participate in and
reflect on advanced teaching techniques, and write a statement of teaching
philosophy and a sample syllabus, both for use in job applications. The semi-
nar's coverage of the teaching statement begins in much the same way as the
Teaching Philosophy Workshop. We introduce the characteristics of the teach-
ing statement and the rubric. Participants then use the rubric and electronic
voting devices to evaluate sample teaching statements. Thanks to the length of
the seminar, participants are able to write and receive feedback from col-
leagues on multiple drafts of their teaching statements. The rubric guides this
feedback, especially during earlier drafts. In all iterations, drafts and feedback
are posted online for the benefit of all seminar participants.
Validation
To assesspotential differences in the quality of teaching statements before and
after the implementation of the rubric, philosophies from two years of the
PFF Seminar were chosen for evaluation. A random sample of 20 philoso-
phies was selected from the pool of alISO statements, stratified by usage of the
rubric (pre- and post-implementation) and discipline (see Table 16.5).
TABLE 16.5
Disciplinary Representation of Teaching Statements
in the Study Sample
Pre-Rubric Post-Rubric
(2002) (2006)
Disciplinary Number ofAll Number in Number of All Number in
Grouping Statements StudySample Statements StudySample




Social sciences 11 4 9 2
Artsand 4 2 15 4
humanities
Totals 31 10 42 10
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These 20 teaching statements were then assessed from the perspective of
job search committees based on the survey mentioned earlier. As a reminder,
the following criteria were ranked as the top important constituents of a
teaching statement:
• Offers evidence of practice
• Is student centered, attuned to differences in student ability, learning
styles,or level
• Demonstrates reflectiveness
• Conveys valuing of teaching
• Is well written, clear, readable
One of the authors (Wright), a consultant in the university's Center for
Research on Learning and Teaching not involved in the construction of the
rubric, applied each of these criteria to the 20 statements. Statements were
presented anonymously so that the rater would have no knowledge of which
statements belonged to which cohort. Each standard received a rating of 1
(poor, or not addressed in the statement), 2 (good, or present in the statement
but not extensively developed or well executed), or 3 (excellent, or present in
the statement and well developed and executed). These scores were combined
into an "effective philosophy index:' For example, a statement that perfectly
addressed all job search committee criteria would merit a score of 15.
Applying standards valued by job search committees, the evaluation of
the 20 teaching statements found a dramatic increase in quality in the post-
rubric statements. Before the rubric-based workshop became part of the PFF
Seminar, the average evaluation score was 9.7 (see Table 16.6).After the intro-
duction of the rubric, scores averaged 11.7, a statistically significant increase
of2.0 points (p < .05).
TABLE 16.6
Mean Evaluation Scores on the Effective Philosophy Index
Pre-Rubric (2002) Post-Rubric (2006) Difference
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Toillustrate the dramatic changein quality in another manner, 7 out of
the 10 lowest-scoring philosophies were from 2002,while 7 out of the 10
highest-scoring philosophies were written in 2006. Amore detailed analysis of
the scoring reveals that the largest difference between the twoyears is found in
the first category, "Offersevidenceof practice" (2.7 mean in 2006vs. 2.1 in
2002), a major focus of the rubric,while the smallest difference isfound in the
final category, "Is wellwritten" (2.3 in 2006vs. 2.1 in 2002),a more generic
categorythat has lessto do with the teaching philosophy than with the stu-
dent's overall skill as a writer. Of the 10statementsfrom 2006, 8 were rated as
excellent on evidence of practice, whereas only4 received that rating in 2002.
The following is a typicalexample of the excellent use of evidence in the
2006 statements, in whichrich examples of practicewithin a specific discipli-
nary contextare woven in throughout the statement.Thishumanitiesgradu-
ate student writes about the goals of having students develop the ability to do
close readingand of usingwritingto makeconnections between texts:
Close reading: One wayin which I try to "ease"students into close
reading, then, is to pass out a small piece of familiar text. ... I then
beginto askthem questions about the text's specific imagery and dic-
tion, about the wayits smaller elementswork in serviceof an issue
that surpasses their individual details. Aftermodelingthe close read-
ing ... I ask the class to spend 15 minutes writing notes for a close
reading.... Once students finish writing, we compile a list of their
"close-reading notes"on theboard. The result each time has been an
extraordinarily diverse and creative group of ways of looking at a
smallpiece of text.
Using writing toconnect texts: I striveto engendera comparative spirit
by requiring a variety of smaller writing assignments that concen-
trate on connecting individual readings ... to other texts or issues
that are meaningful to class members. One way I specifically goabout
this is to askstudents to pickan anecdote, newspaper or magazine ar-
ticle whose themes speak to those in a particular text and to write a
short reflective essayon the relationship One memorable essay
from an American Novel courselookedat .
The 2002 statementsoftenhave well-articulated ideasabout teaching, but
stopshort of offering richevidence for the implementationof theseideas. Asa
result, they tend to sound more generic,a main complaint of faculty in our
survey. For instance, a student in the social sciences discusses the role of
humor and the challenges of teachingcore,multidisciplinarycourses. While
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there are some examples, they are not nearly as rich or well developed, and
they are not as firmly grounded in the discipline:
Humor: I do not mean that all learning sessions must require "fun
and games:' Rather I use humor as a way of setting the tone for a ses-
sion, or as a device to break the tension and frustration when the
going gets rough. My use of humor has evolvedover the years, relying
less on "jokes" and more on an overall sense of good nature ...
Core courses: Students from these courses come from a variety of
backgrounds and, for the most part, are highly motivated to learn.
We require students to quickly learn concepts from a variety of dis-
ciplines and this can lead to frustration.... At times I have acted as a
"translator" between disciplines explaining concepts in plain terms
and helping students to draw connections between disciplines. I
have found myself needing to explain basic computer data struc-
tures to students with humanities backgrounds, or introducing the
basic components of a particular sociological theory to computer
scientists.
Conclusion
Not surprisingly (for anyone who has used rubrics in their own teaching and
assessment), the rubric-based consulting approach results in teaching state-
ments that are more closely aligned with search committees' judgments of
quality. Anecdotally, we can also report that authors' anxiety in writing state-
ments is greatly reduced when they can rely on the concrete guidance of the
rubric. As with many other instructional development interactions, we have
found that a consulting approach focused on reflection and self-discovery is
much more effectivethan just telling instructors what makes for a good state-
ment. The rubric is a useful tool for facilitating this reflection and growth, as it
provides an obvious structure for framing and gauging that reflection.
We do not, however, claim that the rubric offers a one-size-fits-all solu-
tion. Institutions, disciplines, and individuals differ in how they envision ef-
fective teaching and learning and its articulation. Consultants should see the
rubric as a flexible tool that they can shape to their institution's or individual
client's needs. Likewise,instructors must attain some degree of comfort with
the ambiguities of the genre.
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Finally, much, if not most, of our work on teaching statements has been
with graduate students preparing for the job market. When applied to faculty
teaching statements, the rubric-based approach raises some challenging ques-
tions for institutions. Should departments agree on a standard for teaching
statements? How should statements be evaluated in tenure and promotion de-
cisions? Should all faculty receive training in how to write in this unfamiliar
genre? While it is unrealistic to expect that diverse and decentralized institu-
tions such as ours could (or would want to) develop a uniform standard, indi-
vidual departments might attempt to create their own rubrics for faculty
teaching statements. This would provide faculty with a context-specific set of
criteria and it would also open up a very significant conversation about the
department's pedagogical values.
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Appendix 16.1
Rubric for Statements of Teaching Philosophy
Developed byMattKaplan, Rosario Carillo,
Chris O'Neal, Deborah Meizlish, & Diana Kardia
Center for Research on Learning and Teaching, University ofMichigan
Possible
Components Excellent Needs Work Weak
Goalsfor Student Goals are clearly Goalsare articulated Articulationof goals
Learning: articulatedand although theymay is unfocused,
What knowledge, specific and go be too broad or not incomplete,or
skills, and attitudes beyondthe specific to the missing.
are important for knowledge level, discipline. Goals
student success in includingskills, focuson basic
your discipline? attitudes,career knowledge, ignoring
What are you goals, etc.Goalsare skills acquisitionand
preparingstudents sensitive to the affective change.
for? What are key contextof the




Enactment of Goals Enactmentof goals Descriptionof Enactmentof goalsis
(teaching methods): is specific and teachingmethods not articulated.If
What teaching thoughtful. Includes not clearly connected there isan attempt at
methods do you use? detailsand rationale to goalsor if articulatingteaching
Howdo these about teaching connected,not well methods,it isbasic
methods contribute methods.The developed (seems and unreflective.
to your goalsfor methods are clearly likea listof what is
students?Whyare connectedto specific done in the
thesemethods goalsand are classroom). Methods
appropriate for use appropriate for those are describedbut
in your discipline? goals. Specific generically, no
examples of the exampleof the
method in use instructor's useof
within the the methods within
disciplinarycontext the discipline is
are given. communicated.
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Possible
Components Excellent Needs Work Weak
Assessment of Goals Specific examples of Assessments are Assessment of goals
(measuring student assessment tools are described, but not in is not articulated or
learning): clearly described. connection to goals mentioned only in
How do you know Assessment tools are and teaching passing.
your goals for aligned with methods.
students are being teaching goals and Description is too
met? What sorts of teaching methods. general, with no
assessment tools do Assessments reference to the
you use (e.g., tests, reinforce the motivation behind
papers, portfolios, priorities and the assessments.
journals), and why? context of the There is no clear
How do assessments discipline both in connection between
contribute to student content and type. the assessments and





Creating an Portrays a coherent Inclusive teaching is Issues ofinclusion
Inclusive Learning philosophy of addressed but in a are not addressed or
Environment, inclusive education cursory manner or in addressed in an awk-
Addressing One or that is integrated a way that isolates it ward manner. There
Moreofthe throughout the from the rest of the is no connection to
Following philosophy. Makes philosophy. Author teaching practices.
Questions: space for diverse briefly connects
How do your own ways of knowing identity issues to as-
and your students' and/or learning peets ofhis or her
identities (e.g., race, styles. Discussion of teaching.
gender, class, roles is sensitive to
background, historically
experience. and underrepresented
levels of privilege) students.
affect the classroom? Demonstrates
How do you account awareness of issues
for diverse learning of equity within the
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Possible
Components Excellent Needs Work Weak
Structure, Rhetoric, The statement has a The statement has a No overall structure
and Language: guiding structure structure and/or present. Statement is
How is the reader en- and/or theme that theme that is not a collection ofdis-
gaged? Is the lan- engages the reader connected to the connected thoughts
guageused and organizes the ideas actually dis- about teaching. Jar-
appropriate to the goals, methods, and cussed in the state- gon is used liberally
discipline? How is assessments articu- ment, or organizing and not supported by
the statement the- lated in the state- structure is weak and specific definitions
matically structured? ment. Jargon is does not resonate or examples. Needs
avoided and teaching within the discipli- much revision.
terms (e.g., critical nary context. Exam-
thinking) are given pies are used but
specific definitions seem generic. May








mar and spelling are
correct.
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